
GURU GOVIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SECTOR – V, B.S. CITY 

ASSIGNMENT – 1(2020-21) 

CLASS – VII                             SUBJECT – COMPUTER 

 

Note:  Assignment should be done in separate “Test Copy”. It is compulsory and students  

          must submit on the day school reopens. 

 

1) Fill in the blanks:      

a) A ___________ is the standard input device. 

b) Keyboard was invented by ____________. 

c) The quality of image captured by digital camera is measured in __________. 

d) __________ are sockets that are used to connect external devices. 

 

2) Multiple choice questions (√ the correct one):   

a) Which of the following is/are input devices? 

       i) Bar Code Readers   ii) Light Pen           iii) Microphone             iv) All of these 

b) Which of the following was invented by Douglas Engelbart? 

       i) Computer Mouse     ii) Keyboard          iii) Scanner             iv) MICR 

c) How many digits are required to represent MICR code 

 i) 9               ii) 10           iii) 11              iv) 12 

d)  What does a computer system consist of? 

i) Input devices  ii) Output devices   iii) Processing devices   iv) All of these 

 

3) Answer the Following questions: 

a) What is monitor? Explain the types of monitor. 

b) Justify the statement: RAM is also referred as volatile memory. 

c) Explain the working of Bar Code Reader. 

d) List the Name of different keyboard layouts. 

 

4) Write short notes on:        

a) Joystick b) Biometric Sensor  c) Motherboard d) Printer 

 

5) Expand these Abbreviations:        

a) MICR  b) POST   c) BIOS  d) USB  

 

6) Suggest the answer in one word only:        

a) What is the diameter of a standard CD? 

b)  What is the name of each plate of a hard disk?  

c) What is considered as the main circuit board of a computer? 

d) Which part of CPU is responsible for converting AC current into DC current? 

 

*****************DO YOUR BEST*************** 



GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL  

SECTOR – V/B, B.S. CITY  

ASSIGNMENT – 1(2020-21)  

CLASS – VII               SUBJECT – ENGLISH  

 
  

Note:  Assignment should be done in separate “Thin Copy”. It is compulsory and students 

must submit on the day school reopens.  

 

WRITING SECTION 

1) You are the school captain, write a notice informing the students about a debate 

competition going to be held on 25
th

 July, 2020. 

 

2) Share your experience on the lockdown regarding corona virus epidemic in the 

form of a diary entry. 

 

GRAMMAR SECTION 

     Recommended study: Types of Sentences 

  

3) Punctuate the given sentences and identify whether  they are declarative, 

interrogative, imperative or exclamatory:   

a) malasiya has beautiful islands 

b) this is such a fantastic idea 

c) please keep your surroundings clean 

d) can I borrow your book 

e) kindly look into the matter 

 

Sometimes a group of words makes sense but not a complete sense. Such group of words 

are called phrases.  

  

4) Make sentences using these phrases: 

a) on the wall 

b) in the sky 

c) made of clay 

d) of no use 

e) at midnight    

  

Transformation of sentences: 

To transform a sentence means to change the form of sentence without changing its 

meaning.  

Example: What a good show it was! ( Exclamatory)  

                  It was a good show. ( Declarative)  



 

5) Change these sentences as directed:  

a) How amazing the view is! (Declarative)  

b) This is such a fantastic idea! (Declarative)  

c)  It is a beautiful painting. (Exclamatory)  

d) The performance was amazing. (Exclamatory)  

 

While transforming an affirmative sentence into negative we often use the antonym of the 

adjective and a negative word.  

Example: He drives carefully. (Affirmative)  

                  He does not drive carelessly. (Negative)  

          

6) Change these sentences into negative: 

a) It is a good idea.  

b) We should be punctual.  

c) It was perfect.  

 

When changing the negative sentence into positive we use the antonym ( opposite) of the 

adjective and remove the negative word.  

Example: He is not indisciplined. (Negative)  

                  He is disciplined. (Positive)  

 

7) Change the negative sentences into positive: 

a) He is not impolite.  

b) They are not lazy.  

c) It is not a small mistake.  

 

 

  

******* 



  गुरु गोव िंद स िंह पब्लिक स्कूि 
         जन तृ 5  ी , बोकारो इस्पात नगर | 

Hindi  Assignment 

2020 – 2021 

नोट  :-   इन  भी  प्रश्नों को व द्यार्थी अपने कक्षा कायय कॉपी में सिखें । 

                                                              Std: 7 

 प्रश्न 1)  लॉक डाउन से लोगों के दैननक जीवन पर क्या प्रभाव पड़ रहा है ववस्तार से ललखें । 
 प्रश्न 2)  योग का महत्व समझाते हुए छोटे भाई को पत्र ललखें । 

 



                                              GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 
                                                          SECTOR V/B, B.S.CITY 
                                                  ASSIGNMENT ( SESSION 2020-2021) 
SUBJECT:- MATHS 
CLASS:- 7 
CHAPTER:- INTEGER 
 
1. Use number line and add the following integers. 
a) (-4) + (-7)       b) 3+ (-2) + (-4)       c) - 3 +7 
2. Find the sum of :- 
a) 137 and - 354 
b)  -51 , -203 , 36 and -28 

3. Subtract 
a) 68 from -37 
b) -92 from 0 
c) -2768 from -287 
4. Multiply 
a) 32 by -21 
b) 118 by -7 
c) -238 by -43 
5. Simplify by using distributive law 
a) 30 × (-22) + 30 × 14  
b) (-15) × (-14) +( -15)×(-6) 
c) (-68) × 147- (-68) × 47 
6. Divide  
a) 85 by -17 
b) -108 by 12 
c) -639 by -71 
7. The sum of two integers is -27 .If one of them is 260. Find the other. 
8. The product of two integers is 400. If one integer is -10, find the other.( Hint- Other 
integer =product divided by first integers) 
9. Subtract the sum of -250 and 138 from the sum of 136 and - 272. 
10.From the sum of 36 and -47 subtract -84. 
11.Simplify  
a) 5 ×[25+{ (-4) × (16-8-2)}] 
b) (11-5)×[12+{3+11-14}] 
 
 
 

.................................................................... 



 

GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Sector 5/B,B S City 

Session 2020-21 

Holiday Assignment 

Class: -7         Subject: -Science 

General Instruction: Assignment should be done in a separate note book. It is mandatory to 

submit the assignment on the 1st day of school reopening. 

 

PHYSICS 

Chapter – 12: Motion and Time  

• Motion: The action or process of moving or being moved.  

• The distance moved by an object in a unit time is called its speed.   

• Motion of objects can be presented in pictorial form by their distance-time graphs.  

• The distance-time graph for the motion of an object moving with a constant speed is a 

straight line.  

• Types of Motion:  

(i) Uniform motion: An object moving along a straight line with a constant speed is said to be 

in uniform motion. The average speed is the same as the actual speed.  

(ii) Non-Uniform motion: If the speed of an object moving along a straight line keeps 

changing, its motion is said to be non-uniform.  

• Speed: It is the distance covered by an object in a unit time. Basic unit of speed is m/s. 

Speed= Total distance covered/Total time taken 

• Distance-Time Graph: Motion of objects can be presented in pictorial form by their distance-

time graphs. The distance-time graph for the motion of an object moving with a constant speed 

is a straight line. 

Read the points carefully and answer the following questions:-- 

A. Define - Motion   

B. Differentiate between uniform motion and non uniform motion. 

C. What do you mean by speed? 

D.  Write the basic unit of speed. 

E. What do you mean by Distance- Time graph of an object? 

CHEMISTRY 

Chapter 5 Acids, Bases and Salts 

ACID 

The substances that taste sour are called acid and their nature is acidic. . Examples of acidic 

substances are Curd containing lactic acid, lemon juice and tomato containing citric acid, and 

vinegar containing acetic acid. 

 

 



BASE 

The substances that taste bitter are called base and their nature is basic. They are slippery to 

touch. Example: baking soda containing sodium hydrogen carbonate, Milk of magnesia, Soaps, 

Lime water containing calcium hydroxide, Household cleaners 

INDICATORS. 

Substances that are used to indicate whether a substance is acid or a base are known as 

indicators. They change their colour on addition of a solution containing an acidic or a basic 

substance.  There are several types of indicators used in our day to day life. Some of them are 

litmus paper or solution, phenolphthalein, China rose. 

 Read the points and answer the following questions:-- 

A. What is an acid? 

B.  Give two examples of acid. 

C. What is a base?  

D. Give two examples of base. 

E.  Define indicators. 

F.  Give three examples of indicators. 

BIOLOGY 

Chapter- 1 Nutrition in plants 

Answer the following questions:- 

1) Why do organisms need to take food? What are the two main modes of nutrition in 

organisms? 

2) Why cannot non- green plants make their own food? 

3) What are the essential factors for photosynthesis? 

4) Define:- 

a) Nutrition        b) photosynthesis 

      5) Differentiate between:- 

a) Autotroph and Heterotroph   

6) Draw a well labelled diagram to show the process of photosynthesis? 

Special Question: 

1) What are the symptoms of Corona virus?  

2) What are the safety measures of protection for this disease? 
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                                           GURU GOBIND SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 

                                        HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 2020 -2021 

                                                   SOCIAL SCIENCE 

  CLASS:-7                    HISTORY CH 1:-A thousand years of History 

 NOTE:- Assignments will be done in separate “Test Copy”.It is compulsory and students must 

submit on the day school reopens 

     

I. Fill in the blanks: 

1.  Muhammad Ghori invaded India____  times.[7/11/21] 

2.  The_____ Kingdom extended between Indus and Jhelum rivers.[ Kashmira/ Kangra/ Kanauj ] 

3. Vijayanagar Empire rose with the______  of the other dynasties  of the south.[ rise/ 

emergence/decline ] 

4. _____ was practiced in ancient times.[  cartography/ heliography] 

5.  On April_____AD people had the best view of Halley's Comet in 2000 

years.[13,837/18,827/21,937 ] 

II. Define the following: 

1. Dynasty 2. Ain-i-Akbari 3. Cartography 4. Sikhism 5. Sufism 

III. Answer in one word sentence: 

1. When was Sikhism originated? 

2.  Who defeated Prithviraj Chauhan? 

3. What was the capital of Pratihara dynasty? 

4. Who brought Islam to India? 

5. What is meant by bhakti? 

IV. Answer the following in short: 

1. Name five regional languages that came into wide use in mediaeval India. 

2.Which period of Indian history is called mediaeval period? 

3. Explain the term Hindustan and its origin. 

4. Write a short note on the advent of Islam in India. 

5. How did the science of cartography came to India? 

* NOTE --- { All Assignment work should be done in a separate copy by mentioning the 

chapter.} 


